RESOLUTION

concerning

THE GIFT OF A SCULPTURE ENTITLED "PAST"

FROM

THE CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION

TO

CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

November 6, 2003

WHEREAS, A sculpture by Robert DiTarando entitled "Past" will be the centerpiece of Central Connecticut State University's Campus Mall, and

WHEREAS, This is the first of three major sculptures by Mr. DiTarando, who toured Central's campus and delved into the history of New Britian to develop concepts for the sculpture, and

WHEREAS, The cost of the sculpture is $65,000 made possible by private donations to the Foundation, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees for the Connecticut State University System accepts the gift of the sculpture entitled "Past" from the Central Connecticut State University Foundation, Inc., and expresses its gratitude to the Foundation for its generous gift to the university.

A Certified True Copy:

Lawrence D. McHugh, Chairman

William J. Cibes, Jr., Chancellor
ITEM

Gift of sculpture entitled "Past" from the Central Connecticut State University Foundation to Central Connecticut State University.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

"Past" is the first of three major sculptures by Robert DiTarando which will be displayed at Central's new Campus Mall. The cost of the sculpture is $65,000 funded by private donations to the Foundation. In the spring, sculptures representing Central's "Present" and "Future" will join "Past" in the mall.

CHANCELLOR'S RECOMMENDATION

Approve the gift of the sculpture entitled "Past" from Central Connecticut State University System Foundation to Central Connecticut State University.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. William J. Cibes, Jr.
Chancellor
Connecticut State University System Office

FROM: Richard L. Judd
President

DATE: October 14, 2003

SUBJECT: Acceptance of Gift

In accordance with Board Resolution 02-03 dated February 1, 2002, this is to request Board of Trustees acceptance of the gift from the CCSU Foundation to the University of the sculpture entitled The Past, scheduled for public unveiling October 16 at the campus center mall. The cost of the sculpture is $65,000. Funds for the cost of the sculpture were made possible by private donations to the Foundation.

Thank you for your assistance.
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